Post-Production Supervisor – Beautiful
Destinations
Voted by Fast Company as one of the World's Most Innovative Companies in 2017, Beautiful
Destinations is a community-fueled media company that seeks to make the world a better place
through the sharing of authentic, inspirational and immersive travel stories. We create and
curate content to inspire and motivate our community to travel deeper and travel more.
The Beautiful Destinations team creates "social first" content around topics that are important to
millennial travelers. Things like what to see, eat, and do in cities around the world; profile pieces
on inspirational people of this generation, such as Zedd; ultimately, the stories around the world
that are worth telling and sharing. We specializes in photography, drone and video (regular,
vertical and 360) content creation for a mobile, millennial audience with these content assets
then being distributed across our Social Channels, Platform, and Marketing materials.
To continue growing the Beautiful Destinations business and community, we’re looking for an
exceptional Post-Production Supervisor – someone who can own and manage all the content
being created from our powerful in-house Creative Team.
What you’ll do?
Content is the absolute heartbeat of our business and you will be the pivotal person tasked with
devising, implementing, and maintaining process and strategy for managing content in, editing,
and out to the Social, Platform, and Marketing teams.
Additional tasks include:
● Delivers custom content plans aligned to strategy and insights to meet client and brand
objectives
● Coordinates with the Team Leads and Producers around Content Production Calendars
so upcoming workflow is known and anticipated
● Oversees delivery of content following production (executed by the Producer or Account
Manager + the Content Team) and ingestion of content onto our on premise solution
● Manages our on premise content solution to ensure it is organized, accessible and
scalable for all business units, while also considering additional solutions or software that
will scale our content business
● Oversees/manages the Edit & Design Team to assign, edit and deliver all assets per
timelines
● Collaborate with the Social Team, Platform Team and Marketing Team to ensure they
are receiving content needed to fuel their respective goals and objectives

